WESTWOOD UPDATES:
Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center, Medical Plaza and Westwood Plaza

The Center for Nursing Excellence Has Relocated to
924 Westwood Blvd. Suite 720

Planning, Design and Construction wrapped up renovation on the Nursing Education Space located at Westwood Plaza in Suite 720. The open-concept office space encourages collaboration and communication among employees and places staff close to the department’s training room at the Train Station.

Department Director Lee Galuska collaborated closely on the renovation from design concept to color and finishes, matching the new vision for the center. Employee wellness was a major design factor in order to utilize natural light from the existing space. A conference room, small meeting room and quiet room were also designed to maximize aesthetics as well as utilize the most efficient use of real estate.

Medical Plaza 100, Blood Draw Has Moved

Clinical Lab, blood draw has moved from Suite 307 to Suite 245 at MP100. The renovated clinic now provides seven new blood draw stations, EKG and facilitates over 100 patients daily. The new space also accommodates a larger waiting area and the increased number of blood draw stations promote faster turnaround time for patients. There is also a restroom in the same suite so that patients do not have to leave the location to provide the clinic with samples. The new blood draw space is an alternative to the MP200 clinical laboratory.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE
During Renovation of the
Medical Plaza 200 Public Areas Improvements Project

Please be advised of ongoing construction activity at Medical Plaza 200. The activity consists of restroom renovation, new flooring and casework in the common corridors, reception and waiting areas. Below is an update on the project:

DELAYS:
Restrooms: there were unexpected conditions that caused renovation delays to the restrooms on all floors. The 2nd and 5th floor restrooms will re-open in June. The 6th and 3rd floor restrooms are complete. Renovation on the 4th floor restroom begins July 2017.

Flooring: Demolition on level 1 flooring has begun and refinishing begins in six different phases. Expected completion: November 2017.

IMPACTS:
First floor exits will be temporarily affected beginning in June and continue through November 2017. Weekend construction also begins in June, impacting patient access to the building. UCLA Health installed updated signage to assist patients with wayfinding to the clinic areas.

For questions related to the project and subsequent impacts, please contact PDC Project Manager Carla Barry at 310-267-1231.
The SMUMC Merle Norman Pavilion Roof and Window Washing Davits Replacement Project is Now Complete

The Santa Monica Merle Norman Pavilion 30-year-old roofing system was replaced to include a new building window washing davits system. The Planning, Design and Construction team specially thanks S Pavilion and Nursing Supervisors for their help facilitating the continual opening and closing of patient rooms during construction. The assistance from SMUMC staff was instrumental in coordinating the completion of the project. THANK YOU!

The U.S. Green Business Council Certifies the UCLA Santa Clarita MOB (Radiology) LEED Gold

UCLA Health is privileged to announce, the UCLA Santa Clarita MOB located at 27235 Tourney Road received 65 points to obtain LEED Gold certification by the U.S. Green Business Council. LEED, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, is changing the way we think about how buildings and communities are planned, constructed, maintained and operated. In order to obtain the award, the team installed LED light fixtures, Energy Star Rated equipment, energy efficient HVAC systems, waste diversion and utilized sustainable building materials. Approximately 11% of construction materials on the renovation contained recycled content, 20% was manufactured within 500 miles of the project and 80% of the wood used on the project was certified to have been responsibly forested by the Forest Stewardship Council. The certification exemplifies UCLA Health’s continued commitment to sustainability and to reduce energy consumption in the community.

OBGYN Outpatient Clinic – West Hills
7345 Medical Center Drive, Suite 420
Now Open for Business!

The new UCLA Health, West Hills OB/GYN clinical practice offers obstetrics and gynecological care in the community. It is located on the West Hills hospital campus, facilitating easy and quick hospital admission as needed. Specialties include obstetrics and gynecology, gynecology / oncology and Well Woman Care. The clinic has state-of-the-art medical diagnostic and treatment equipment including the latest in ultrasound technology. Both routine and high-risk patients are welcome.